Whether your bed is a haven of peace or a place
to let loose, the Suspended Bed is designed
to provide an adaptable, fun and functional
environment no matter what your requirements

Why suspend?
Originally conceived to limit the effects of pitching and
wave chop on yachts, the Suspended Bed - now adapted for
domestic purposes, is a bed that looks good and feels good.
The design is unique, simply made adjustments allow you
to personalise the feel of your bed - complimenting your
environment and preferences.
The Suspended Bed moves silently, it reacts’ to your
movements with a forgiving counter reaction, this increases
comfort. Both external vibrations and those generated by
you are absorbed by the cord that suspends you, making
it quieter….for you and others.
A bed of two frames…
The inner frame is suspended from a stable outer frame and
stabilised by four dampers. These shock cord loops ensure
that the bed remains stable and level. Simply made adjustments change the tension within these loops, radically
altering the feel of the bed, from firm and controlled to free
floating and fun.
Materials…
The inner and outer frames hand crafted from stainless steel
tubing. The headboard, mattress retainer and feet are made
of European Oak. The shock cord, that suspends the inner
frame, is made from natural rubber strands with a durable
protective sheath.
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Sizes
The suspended bed is available in both King (152 x 250cm)
and Super King (182 x 250cm) sizes which accommodate
mattresses of 150 x 200 and 180 x 200cm respectively, extra
long versions can also be made to order. New headboard and
rope colour options will be added over the coming months
Where to see it… Buy it
Following its launch within the London Design Festival,
exhibiting at both 100% Design and Designers Block,
suspended will be available in the UK from Blend Design
Store, Brighton. Tel 01273 739 111 and www.completely
modern.com with other retail outlets to follow. Formfollows
welcomes all enquiries from both Trade and Press.
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